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A possible model

- **Australia has become a huge prison since March 2020.** Our politicians have locked our borders and implemented illegal quarantines (never acceptable for such a virus), imposed lockdowns and mandatory masks (never even dreamt of before in human history) and are now talking about mandatory vaccines (vaccine passports) and about making QR codes permanent.

- **When did we ever give our politicians such powers?** Our politicians have broken Australia’s Constitution and laws. They have crushed people’s liberty on false pretexts. This is not the Spanish flu or Ebola – and even if it was these measures would not have been justified.

- **We are now a full-fledged Police state, a surveillance state.** This is public health terrorism.

**THE TIME FOR CHANGE HAS COME**

- We have been asking the Big Parties (Labor and Liberal) for months now to follow the laws and the Constitution but they refuse to listen. All we want is a **free and secure** Australia but these parties are destroying liberty and weakening Australia.

- **This cannot go on. It is now a fight between TRUTH & FREEDOM and LIES & TERROR.**

- We must organise politically to replace these politicians.

1. A slippery slope: Our basic freedoms are under attack

This is a call to those who believe that the Big Parties have betrayed the concept of the Australian federation and free society and are taking us on a slippery slope in which individual plans and private property now at the mercy of governments.

A democracy converts into totalitarian tyranny when the government forgets that it is the servant, not the master of the people. That happened in Australia in March 2020 when the governments starting thinking of us as “bodies” to be “controlled”.

Official approved pandemic plans abandoned

We believe in the rule of law. In 2020 it is not the laws that failed us, but the fact that our politicians betrayed and broke all the laws. These criminals violated all human rights and betrayed humanity itself. Let’s get back the rule of law.

During the covid pandemic Australian governments gave in to mass hysteria\(^1\) that was orchestrated (through fake videos and other means) by China.

They abandoned their well-laid out pandemic plans and jumped into the deep end of totalitarian solutions taken straight from Mao’s Red Book.

They have contravened Australia’s constitution and a range of laws. They have imprisoned Australians within the national border\(^2\). Australia has joined the ranks of countries like North Korea that require permission to leave and enter the country.

Many states have periodically closed inter-state borders. States like Victoria have imposed the draconian lockdowns, quarantines and curfews.

Jennifer Coate’s Hotel Quarantine Inquiry report notes that “Just two weeks before the National Cabinet agreed to mass quarantining, Victoria published its 10 March 2020 COVID-19 Pandemic Plan. It did not envisage the involuntary detention of people arriving from overseas… [...] its focus, with regard to isolation or quarantine, was on the voluntary isolation of people in their own homes\(^3\)”.

This was indeed the correct approach. That is why Anders Tegnell, arguably the world’s best epidemiologist, did not close Sweden’s borders or quarantine anyone: and no lockdowns, no masks. Anyone who becomes sick in Sweden is advised to stay at home.

People have been forced to put on masks even outdoors. And we have effectively a surveillance state in which people have to sign their details (or scan QR codes) when they enter a place

Never in human history have such draconian actions ever been taken. Had Australia been the outlier in 2020 the whole world would have condemned Australia for its massive attack on human rights. But fortunately for Australian politicians, Xi Jinping managed to trap almost the entire West into his well-

---


orchestrated hysteria and lock downs. As a result, only one nation remained true to Western science and
civilisation: Sweden. It did not close borders, did not impose quarantines, did not mandate masks – in
fact, given the science, discouraged people from wearing masks).

Let it be widely understood that without Scott Morrison’s acceptance of the eradication strategy, shutting
down of Australia’s borders, and acceptance of quarantines and mandatory vaccines, Dan Andrews could
NEVER have imposed his lockdowns. The buck stops with Scott Morrison.

**Lying to us through their teeth**

Politicians have lied through their teeth and conned us at every step. This is no Spanish flu but they keep
lying every day at every media conference that this is a once in hundred years event. Since mid-April 2020
it has been known that “models” have failed. This pandemic is in the range of a bad flu in countries like
Sweden. In countries like India, it has been even less deadly.

But even if this was the Spanish flu, these totalitarian “remedies” were not acceptable. We needed to use a
wide range of voluntary measures. The draconian remedies that politicians have copied from China were
never part of the science or the laws.

**Harms caused**

Nature is not always our friend. From time to time, it springs an unpleasant surprise, like this novel
coronavirus. Public health interventions do the right thing when they minimise the loss of life from such
natural causes (Acts of Nature) without causing additional mental or physical harms (Act of Man).

While humanity can to accept unavoidable deaths from a natural cause, we cannot accept government
mandates that end up killing even one additional person. That is because while any economic harms can be
compensated, we can never compensate anyone for any mental harms or the loss (or shortening) of life
from such measures.

Governments do not have the power to kill person X (or shorten his life) while trying to save person Y.
No government is authorised by the laws, for instance, to burn down additional homes and kill unaffected
people in order to save those who might be at risk of being engulfed in a bushfire.

Australia’s politicians have caused enormous harm to the mental health of millions of Australians, harm to
the physical health (including early deaths) from non-covid causes, caused avoidable covid deaths and
caused catastrophic economic harm to innumerable small businesses. All this while almost entirely
extinguishing basic liberties and human rights of the people of Australia.

**Entering the slippery slope**

Many people who escaped from communist regimes in central and Eastern Europe to live in Australia
have reported that they are seeing history repeating itself. In these societies people were asked to prove
their papers each time they moved anywhere. That’s exactly what happens in China. That’s exactly what is
happening in Australia today.

**This is now going to become part of Australia’s future**

There is every indication now that this mode of functioning has been institutionalised and we'll expect
similar actions for every flu in the future. No one can start a business any more in Australia since they
don’t know when they will be shut down by the government.

There is nothing more permanent than a temporary government program. We will not see any of these
extremist measures being withdrawn in the future. Already they are pushing back the date of opening
Australia’s borders. Then there is talk of vaccine passports, and of masks becoming part of life.

---

3 See, for instance: Sanjeev Sabhlok, How the world fell into Xi Jinping’s trap, Catallaxy Files, 3 February 2021.
https://catallaxyfiles.com/2021/02/03/how-the-world-fell-into-xi-jinpings-trap/
4 http://sanjeev.sabhlokcity.com/Misc/Spectator-06Feb21-sabhlok.png
There can be no safety without liberty
In 1755 Benjamin Franklin said: “Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety”.
In purchasing so-called “safety” from a natural cause, not only have many Australian lives been lost and many others destroyed, but Australia’s defence itself has been weakened. By burning $400 billion (and more to be burnt), we have less money for defence, less money to protect ourselves from China. If China were to walk into Darwin today, there is very little prospect of Australia trying to defend itself. An economically weak nation is easy pickings for big bullies like China.
The damage caused to Australia by the Big Parties is astronomical, and not just to today’s generation but to future generations.

A comment on Facebook
Australia’s 2 major political parties are no longer what they once were.
They are now no more than BIG GOVT controlling the ppl, using fear tactics, and MSM, to promote their false propaganda.
LNP is no longer conservative, nor is does it supports religious freedom, the sanctity of life, or free speech any longer.
Many politicians claim to be christians, but support policies/laws that go totally against christian beliefs.
With a PM mandating “no jab, no play”, and now mandating the dangerous vac for all, it’s time for some patriotic political parties to rise up in support of our freedoms.
Time to oust the Greens, the ALP & the LNP, before they destroy its citizens, and Australian life as we have known it. They are paid to govern us, not force us to do their will.
And the police force 😔 it has become cruel and dangerous like ‘stormtroopers’.
They are becoming more harsh, impatient & aggressive.

1.1 Why we need to unite
Australia’s politicians are not listening
Despite Australia being the world’s largest prison, its politicians are not listening. No amount of books, articles, talks on the TV and social media are making any dent to their commitment to destroy Australia.
The need to replace the Big Parties
The Big Parties had, prior to the covid pandemic, kept Australia broadly on an even keel, enabling an overall high quality of life and preserving most human freedoms. But they have dug themselves into a deep hole during the pandemic and are not willing to stop. They have to be forced out.
We need to develop a centrist alternative to the Liberal and Labor parties.
Our message to these parties
• We asked you (Big Parties) nicely for months but you didn’t listen
• We want a free Australia and a secure Australia – you have failed us on both counts
• We will now fight you politically and take your place
• We will contest ALL seats against you in 2021 and 2022
• We will NOT PROCEED if you stop this madness and follow the law and the science. RIGHT NOW.
1.2 **The charges against the Big Parties**

The charges against the Big Parties are innumerable, and include:

- you failed to implement the approved pandemic plans of Australia and fell into the trap of hysteria and warfare of panic and devastation launched by Xi Jinping against the West in January 2020
- you have dramatically weakened Australia’s security apart from destroying basic freedoms of the people
- you have breached human rights by shutting down Australia’s borders and converting Australia into a north Korea
- you have breached section 5 of the Biosecurity Act which prohibits attempts to eradicate any virus
- you have breached the constitutional restriction in section 92 against closing interstate borders
- you have repeatedly lied to Australians about the magnitude of this pandemic. This is not the Spanish flu but a pandemic barely worse than a bad flu in many parts of the world like India.

![Graph showing deaths per million](image)

A once in 100 years event? These criminals have lied to us at each step. Their predictions were the orange line. The reality in blue (and if we take the two-year average to control for the dry tinder effect, there is virtually no change in death rate over the last 10 years in Sweden - without any public health terrorism). And in India barely 6 days of additional deaths in 2020.
See also the next figure:

LOCKDOWNS DON’T SAVE LIVES: THEY KILL. PROOF: The UK (with totalitarian lockdowns) has had more covid deaths/million than Sweden (with voluntary social distancing) Sweden is the ONLY nation to have followed the approved science and the laws: No lockdowns, no quarantines, no border closures, no recommendation for masks. And now, voluntary vaccines.

Sweden asked its citizens to undertake voluntary social distancing and stay at home if sick. It looked after the elderly and reduced the size of public gatherings. - THAT’S HOW PANDEMICS ARE SUPPOSED TO BE DEALT WITH, NOT THROUGH TERRORISM AND THE POLICE STATE.

- you have breached the requirements of proportionality that are embedded in public health legislation and resorted to the “precautionary principle” to justify your whims and fancies.
- you have targeted low-risk people and beaten them up for not wearing a mask. You have not focused on aged care homes where you gave carers ordinary surgical masks (not N95) and thereby caused hundreds of the elderly to die from covid
- you have imprisoned millions of Australians through 23 hour lockdowns and curfews
- your untargeted lockdowns have harmed thousands of Australia’s children many of whom committed self-harm, and your actions have caused innumerable non-covid deaths.
- you established quarantines for this virus when it is entirely inappropriate to do so: Home isolation is the only approved scientific way for such a virus, as noted in your pandemic plans and as followed in Sweden
- you did not provide any proof for your illegal mandates like masks outdoors (they don’t even work indoors without very careful use) – masks cause enormous harm if work inappropriately. That is why Sweden did not recommend, and cautioned people against wearing masks.
- you are now attempting to mandate experimental vaccines either directly or indirectly and thereby you are in direct breach of the Nuremberg Code
- you are not providing honest information regarding the nature of the virus and the risk to different cohorts, thereby not letting people make informed decisions about the vaccines.
- you have destroyed 400 billion dollars of the wealth of Australians and destroyed the life’s work of hundreds of thousands of us. You have passed on the burden of this debt onto our children and grandchildren
- you have misled Australians by changing the way covid deaths are counted and about the nature of PCR tests
- you have prevented qualified doctors from prescribing drugs that they are best capable of judging, in the process causing many unnecessary deaths
- you have imposed ongoing restrictions on small businesses (Covid Safe) that are unworkable, ineffective and pretty much ridiculous. Businesses can’t follow these and still operate. Likewise, non-profit organisations, such as sporting or other interest clubs cannot meaningfully operate with such requirements.

1.3 A video by Sanjeev Sabhlok regarding such a coalition

This video might help explain the concept involved in this coalition proposal:
https://youtu.be/j4so1v5Clck
2. Team Australia – the third political force in Australia

2.1 Here’s what a Third Front could look like: its core strategy

It would contest all State and Commonwealth seats in 2021 and 2022.

It could either be a large coalition of small parties that decide to agree to a single candidate for each seat, or a brand new party with all member parties deciding to unite on a single banner.

Its goal would be to win elections and get the mandate to govern the country at all levels. But its secondary goal would be to at least throw the spanner in the works for existing big parties, disrupting their plans and expectations in the marginal seats.

We will not care whether a Liberal/Nationals or a Labor candidate loses in this process. The Third Front’s common candidate for a seat would get the first preference and the candidate from the Big Party opposite to the sitting MP, the second preference. That way the Big Parties will lose all marginal seats. Even if the Third Front candidate loses an election, most sitting MPs will lose their job – that will teach them to respect Australia’s freedoms. Let the politicians feel the wrath of the people.

Given the expected disruption of their plans for re-election, we expect Big Parties to approach us as soon as the Front is launched. If they adopt our demands, we will stop this political process. If they continue their totalitarian, unAustralian ways, we will push ahead and do not care which candidate loses their job.

2.2 Potential size of the disenfranchised population

Around one third of Australians are not likely to choose a vaccine. “Overall, the report found 1 in 3 Australians remain resistant or hesitant to getting the vaccine, with concerns around safety and efficacy common across the population” (News.com, 11 February 20216).

We need to insist that honest information be provided to the people, and complete choice. This remains an experimental vaccine, with only emergency approval. Therefore, any compulsion would breach the Nuremberg Code.

The goal of the proposed coalition would be to funnel as many votes as possible from this group and also those who have been harmed by the lockdowns and border closures.

2.3 Name of the Coalition

This “name” Third Front is a starting point. The leaders of the coalition will decide the name. Some names compiled over the last few days:

- Accountability Coalition
- Anti-tyranny Coalition
- Australia Fair
- Australia Fair Coalition
- Australia First Coalition
- Australian Liberty coalition
- Back to Basics Coalition
- Back to Normal Coalition

---

2.4 **Leadership group of the Coalition**

The coalition will be led by a team of leaders – to be decided through discussion, but mainly from existing parties + excellent passionate young speakers among those who’ve been organising protests, raising their voice on social media. Credible independents would also be part of the coalition.

2.5 **Advisory Board**

The united political front can be advised by a high-profile Advisory Board with 15-20 eminent non-political leaders from each state. These would include eminent lawyers, doctors, academicians, church leaders, etc.

2.6 **Who will contest?**

Even if 3-5 existing parties come together that will be enough to generate momentum. These parties have their own candidates, so no need to look too far for candidates. To that could be added many young new faces (and potentially a few not so young).

2.7 **How will seats be allocated?**

Which party will stand in which seat? Also, each party will want to have a senate candidate. How is that decided?

Obviously the leadership team will need to work out a process - but if we can't find an answer we can be sure that even greater totalitarianism will grab us by the neck in 2021. Australia has gone well past the point when it will stop and recover its sanity. It is for sheer survival as a human being, not to be made sheep, that we need to come together.

**Give and take:** Big political parties succeed because they allow people with different opinions operating under the party umbrella. No two people will ever see anything alike on any two issues. If we get 51% of what we want, we should be grateful. That’s how the Big Parties work and that’s how we need to operate - massive give and take.

**An option:** Each political party in the alliance could nominate its potential candidates for every Federal seat. The independents could make similar nominations. The nominees can meet locally and (ideally) decide one candidate from amongst themselves. Where necessary, the leadership team of the movement will resolve any impasse (but this should be very rare). In general, it is expected that the candidate selected would have the strongest public speaking and organisational skills. It would be crucial for everyone involved to leave aside any matters of personal interest and once finally decided, fall behind the selected individual for the sake of Australia's future.
2.8 Names of potential parties

To be completed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the registered political party (in alphabetical order)</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
<th>Geographical area of grassroots strength of the party</th>
<th>Any seats already in any elected body (not local government) – name of seats</th>
<th>What is the prospect of the party joining the coalition (high/medium/low)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia One Party</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tried. Waiting for response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Australia Party</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Australia Party</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tried. Waiting for response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed Medical Options Party</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Democratic Party</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Nation Party</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tried. Waiting for response.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.9 New political party (back-pocket option)

Of course, if this doesn’t work out then a new party will need to be formed. Such a party will necessarily have a more extensive manifesto that takes a largely centrist approach. But this option is not preferred since it may fail to achieve the main goal – of changing policy.

Summary of the proposed strategy:

Some possible names for a party (if absolutely needed)

- Independent Party
- Free Australia Party
• Patriots Party
3. Common ground

3.1 A common manifesto and separate party manifestos

The situation with basic liberty is dire in Australia. We need to just get back our basic liberty and basic life – the rest can wait.

Therefore, it is suggested that there be two manifestos for each coalition member: a) a common manifesto shared across all parties and b) a separate party manifesto. The common manifesto should be minimalist, focused only on freedom and security (defence). It should not include detailed policies such as taxes, superannuation, education, health, IR, planning on which any debates can be extremely divisive and divert energy. Any future reforms in these and other areas can be debated by the coalition over the next few years and included in any future manifesto.

This one, for 2021, should be absolutely minimalist.

3.2 A proposed common manifesto

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRAFT COMMON MANIFESTO OF TEAM AUSTRALIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team Australia members have come together to commit to the following common deliverables through political action. Once agreements have been finalised we will contest all seats in the forthcoming federal Parliament elections. Member parties (and independents) will remain free to advocate anything outside this common manifesto.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Follow the laws

All key laws in Australia have been criminally broken by both the Federal and State governments of Australia since mid-March 2020. We will ensure that all international laws, national laws, the Constitution, and state laws are followed both in the letter and in spirit. Laws assure us of the following for all times to come, regardless of the magnitude or nature of any pandemic:

- **Open international borders** (Article 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights)
- **No inter-state border closures** (section 92 of the Constitution)
- **No attempt to eradicate the virus** (section 5 of the Biosecurity Act)
- **No attempt to mandate the covid vaccine** (clause 58 of the Siracusa Principles, section 51(xxiiiA) of the Constitution) (and freedom of choice for all medical measures). This includes a prohibition on private businesses from discriminating between people based on their vaccine or PPE (e.g. mask) measures – they can provide voluntary education and choice.
- **No lockdowns and curfews** (Public Health Acts insist on proportional response: the measures imposed in 2020 and 2021 are entirely disproportionate)
- **No mandatory masks** (Public Health Acts insist on proportionate response: the measures imposed in 2020 and 2021 are entirely disproportionate – and are not even evidence-based)
- **No surveillance state** (Privacy, etc. Acts) – e.g. no QR codes, no vaccine passports.

2. Review of crimes against humanity

- We will create a Royal Commission headed by a team that is independent of any political party to review the entire debacle of pandemic management in Australia. Its members will be medical, legal or economic experts who have raised concerns about the way the Liberal and Labor parties have dealt with the covid pandemic. The Commission will also examine all emergency, public health acts and measures undertaken during the pandemic.
- The Commission will be asked to recommend any necessary penalties for the officials and public office holders who breached Australia’s laws and caused enormous harms including deaths.
3. Measures to prevent 2020 from happening again

We commit to:

- Constitutional amendments: (a) declaration of natural rights in the manner of the American Declaration of Independence and b) absolute rights in the manner of the US constitution (e.g. speech) but also re: movement and occupation (e.g. no distinction between essential/non-essential); and review protections for the right to assemble, to worship, to health privacy; and comprehensive protections against a surveillance state.
- No emergency powers during peace time under any circumstance.
- Eliminate the precautionary principle from all legislation – no exception.
- A Black Hat Commissioner to report to Parliament (nationally and in all States) to critically examine any opposing views on every policy decision of the government.
- No government interference in the rights of medical professionals and their patients to jointly make informed decisions about their health including any drugs they may choose to take. No ban on drugs that are approved anywhere else in the world.
- Enact major punishments (non-negotiable jail terms of 30 years) for politicians and officials who breach basic liberty.

4. Security of the nation and defence against China

We commit to:

- A review China’s role in orchestrating the hysteria and getting people like Dan Andrews to lockdown.
- A review of all of China’s influence in Australia and ensure that any trade links do not compromise security.
- A massive increase in defence spending and efforts to build stronger linkages with the USA, India and Japan.

3.3 This is NOT an anti-vax coalition

There are two issues here: (1) the general issue of vaccines more broadly; and (2) the issue of covid vaccines which are experimental. Many members of this proposed movement support vaccines in the broader sense (i.e. they are pro-vaccine and take flu shots, etc.). They believe that vaccines save millions of lives every year. But there some members of this proposed movement oppose vaccines entirely on various grounds.

The only thing bringing these two groups of people together is an insistence on informed consent for all vaccines – and even more so for the experimental covid vaccines. This position is also consistent with human rights and dignity. Let people have the facts, including information on true risks, and decide for themselves.

There will be attempts by the Big Parties to label this an anti-vax coalition, but it is not. It is a pro-choice coalition. Let the government provide the people with honest and truthful information and let them choose. If governments refuse to provide full information and choice they will lose politically because people will get to know these Big Parties, MSM and governments have something to hide - an axe to grind. Why would anyone in his or her right mind oppose informed consent?

3.4 Things that can risk public perception and credibility

We are in danger of losing credibility and effectiveness if the mission of this group is contaminated by:

- statements such as doubting the virus exists;
- content about QAnon and Trump not directly relevant to the cause;
- promises of mass side effects of the vaccine (dangerous if these do not emerge and secondary to the argument over choose and coercion);
- conspiracies of cabal of elites pedophile rings (e.g. pizzagate) and the like; and
• including the covid vax in an antivax everything argument.

3.5 **Illustrative messages**

Communication material can be co-designed and agreed by the leadership team.

Illustrative messages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-respect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Why can’t Australians be trusted to follow voluntary precautions? - Sweden did not impose mandates or restrict movement but provided advice and guidance. Are we less competent in any way than the Swedes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Why are we not given the information and ability to decide for our body ourselves?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We are quite capable of wearing masks where necessary. Give us the information and the proofs and we’ll decide. And nothing prevents those of us who are more vulnerable from taking additional precautions and stay more at home. Compulsion is an attack on our agency, our self-respect, our dignity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Police state:</strong> Who gave politicians the right to create a Police state and beat up young people who had very little risk from covid?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat of communism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• People came to Australia from communist regimes and are telling us that this is exactly why they left their oppressive regimes. Why are we doing this here?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Surveillance:</strong> Do you want the state to spy on you for the rest of your life? The app to scan your movement, the vaccine passports that begin the process of “approval” for every activity. You may need this for your gym membership, entering a restaurant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is a very small step between the surveillance they’re talking about and the social score system of China.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precedents for the rest of your life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• We never did this in the past. What were we thinking when we copied totalitarian China in lockdowns and quarantines?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Are we going to do this for every bad flu from now on?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• This will definitely not stop here. They will do this again, and again. There has never been a case in human history when the government has actually handed back power that it has taken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Each time there is a flu we will get lockdowns and quarantines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• They are now talking about quarantine camps in the middle of the desert. There is no limit to their criminality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The only way to stop governments is to fight back. Liberty was never given in a platter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bad science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Why did we use models which are proven to have been wrong all the time for the past 20 years?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Why did the government not tell us about the many problems with PCR tests and the way covid deaths are counted?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Why is the harm to children – who have no risk from the disease - not important? Why are so many people indifferent to the harm to children and the working classes and the poor?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The people who have sat comfortably at home and been paid should have been more sensitive to those who’ve lost their lifetime’s work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 **Possible slogans**

Alone we are weak, united we are invincible.
Andrews’s Victoria: no rights, no freedom, no future. World’s most liveable city one day, dystopian hellhole the next.

AUSTRALIA - Leaders in medical tyranny
Australia - the place not to be.....
Bringing Aussie’s home safely and finally
Corona - a false alarm
Dan Andrews is your child’s worst nightmare.
Daniel Andrews “brave new world.”
Fight for your children now or watch their futures slip away
Freedom is Essential, Unite for Freedom,
Freedom or tyranny
Government by Consent
Let’s address the facts.
Lockdowns kill
Medical Treatment by Consent.
Medical tyranny is destroying lives, our children, jobs & our economy. No more lockdowns or border closures.
My body, my choice. Your body your choice.
No New World Order, Liberate Australia.
No to medical tyranny and freedom of thoughts and speech to create a healthy society
No to the New World Order, Great Reset, mandatory vaccinations, mask mandate, enforced lockdowns, CCP buyout
Policing by Consent
Providing informed choice for Australians
Restore balance
Say No to arbitrary regulation.
Say No to despotic rule.
Say No to the island prison of Australia, to the Police state and to public health terrorism.
Say yes to returning our Sovereignty
Stand and fight or lie down and die.
Staying apart keeps us apart.
The community will brook no statute of limitation on fraud.
The prison state down under.
The virus is not the problem, Victoria’s state of tyranny is.
Transparency to the people.
We can live with the virus .... we should get rid of Dan.
When tyranny becomes law resistance becomes duty.
Could combine an image of one of these poor folk arrested with police slapping a mask on their face for the crime of defying lockdown and combine this with the line “what was his/her crime
4. **Draft agreement between member parties**

It is proposed that this be negotiated and finalised during the month of February and March 2021 and a formal, binding agreement be created and published, with all official organisations informed. A preliminary draft structure for such an agreement:

Whereas the Liberal and Labor parties (Big Parties) across Australia have [main charges against them to be listed, e.g. broken the laws, etc. – extract from the “charges” section];

Whereas we have carefully considered that there is no prospect of getting the laws to be followed and basic human liberties to be protected by these parties;

We the undersigned registered political parties of Australia decide the following:

To come together under the common banner of [name of the Third Front];

To agree to co-opt independents as appropriate to this Agreement;

To agree to a common section of our parties’ manifestos, as outlined in Attachment A;

To nominate a common candidate for each of the various State and Federal seats in 2021 and 2020: the Executive Team managing this Agreement could agree to not contest against selected members from the Big Parties.

To agree as appropriate to contribute relevant resources to support these candidates for their successful campaign in the elections.

To agree that any per-vote electoral funding received back by a political party or candidate will remain with that candidate or party. The candidates/parties nominated by the Third Front will therefore have the incentive to put the maximum resources they can into a particular seat. Other participants can contribute any additional time or money either directly or through the political movement’s bank account (TBD).

Signed:

[Party A, B, C]
Options to defend liberty against ongoing covid atrocities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Action taken</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Next step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Persuasion/appeal to reason</td>
<td>I’ve published articles, spoke on TV, written a book</td>
<td>Zilch. Pollies are arrogant and simply don’t care.</td>
<td>Stop wasting time on this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Recourse to the law</td>
<td>I’ve lodged an ICC complaint High Court/Supreme Court cases filed by others (border closure/curfew)</td>
<td>ICC complaint waiting outcome High Court/Supreme Court refuse to defend human rights. The courts simply don’t care.</td>
<td>Continue but have limited hope in the courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Street protests</td>
<td>Many street protests across Melbourne by various groups</td>
<td>Pollies don’t care for diffused protests that don’t hit their re-election prospects</td>
<td>STOP! No more diffused rallies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Political movement</td>
<td>Need to start a movement to focus energy – to bring all opposing forces together.</td>
<td>Political movement will hit the pollies where it counts: their votes</td>
<td>90% FOCUS ON THIS NOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Political party</td>
<td>Last resort: to launch a political party</td>
<td>This is where the pollies will feel the pinch – will disrupt them in marginal seats.</td>
<td>Prepare to launch if needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>